
 THEY DON‘T BITE - THEY ONLY WANNA PLAY!
            

 
Everbody knows the situation: Somebody takes the piss out of you, you take stick and kiss the floor. 
Sometimes, life is not easy as you want, and Murphy seems to be the only friend. Slick's Kitchen - the 
band from Hagen (Germany) - has had this experience too often, but capitulation  is no answer. They 
just get up and make the most of it - in this case: Rock'n'Roll as its best. With a suitable song for every 
occasion.

It's the end of the year 2006, the New Year's Eve night of 12/31/06 to 01/01/2007. A millisecond after 
the split of The Traceelords, Slick Prolidol and Haan Hartmann decided to continue making music 
together. They founded Slick's Kitchen and made it to write, record a half album and win a live 
audience in Germany, England and the Netherlands within one year. In addition to support the glam-
rocker Adam Bomb, Alice Cooper and a tour with the Damned by the UK, Slick's Kitchen convinced 
with numerous own shows and the participation in the "Global Battle of Bands".

The album which was published on 02/27/08 listens to the name "Half Evil - Half Album" and was 
recorded, mixed and produced in the "Midas Twins Music" recording studio. The live performances 
during the planing and recording period of this CD proved to be very useful, because the songs can be 
tested and  - if necessary - adjusted directly on stage. The result was an EP which six songs sound live 
exactly like from the home stereo system: Full of playfulness and power. Currently the band is recording 
new songs  for the forthcoming CD which will answer to the name of “Atyonshctatatqar Part II”. What 
does this mean? Wait and see!

In any case, you'll hear typical songs of Slick's Kitchen: Catchy tunes with lyrics, whose ambiguities 
and allusions will be internationally understood because of the English language and whose ignite at 
every party - not only in "Slick's Kitchen". In addition to their normal set, the guys play an acoustic set 
with their own songs and cover versions. It sounds different, but it rocks like the full program and works 
at the smallest party. Life is too short to lament. Just get your ass up again - the musical-motivational 
kick right there  comes from Slick's Kitchen. Currently the guys are working on their new release 
„ASI“, which will be released in spring 2010.
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